1.NFT HYDRO - COMPANY PROFILE
LANT YOUR SEEDS

Place your seeds in the
Oasis® Seed Propagation
Medium. An ideal media for
growers using automatic
seeders or by hand. Simply
wet it down and start
seeding.

INNOVATE THE WAY WE2.

grow

.

OASIS GROWER TRAYS
You will need a few of
these trays to place your
Oasis® Grower sheet in
for 2 weeks to germinate
your seed.
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NFT HYGRO PROFILE

5.

contact Lynn Gunning
083 737 8602
lynn@nfthydro.co.za

WHO WE ARE

NFT HYDRO
NFT Hydro is the innovators and designers of
hydroponic grower solutions & growers of healthy
Push grommets
fresh produce.
in feed
manifold. Then insert feeder
tubes into Grommets.

Located in South Africa, Cape Town, we
manufacture and supply local and export markets
around the world with Hydroponic equipment and
solutions for greenhouse, commercial and urban
farming.
We manufacture 90% of our products locally,
ensuring our competitiveness in the South African
market but ultimately making our products ideal for
exporting.
Through our established partnerships & suppliers
situated around the world, we are able to offer
turnkey solutions to our clients. From small micro
green setups to large commercial farms, we support
a greener future.
We innovate the way we grow!

company details

NFT HYDRO
Name: Gunning-Group (Pty) Ltd trading as NFT
Hydro

Push grommets in feed
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into Grommets.Address:
Registered

29B Athens Road, Waves
Edge, Bloubergsands, Western Cape 7441, South
Africa
Business Type: Manufacturers & Distributors of
Hydroponic equipment for greenhouse, commercial
and urban farming.
Industry Type: Manufacture / Agriculture sector
Market Focus: South Africa & Internationally
NFT Hydro was established in early 2014 and was
formally registered as a company in 2016.

FEUTURED PRODUCTS

NFT
HYDRO

1.NFT Hygro Hydroponic Grower profile
Our Hygro profiles are best suited, but not limited to
herb, lettuce and other vegetable varieties type of
crops. Our profiles (similarly used in America)
promote optimal growth on both commercial and
hobby scales. The long, narrow profiles (3.6 meters
x 100mm width x 50mm height, 3mm wall
thickness) with a unique inner bottomed ribbed
surface, which ensures the grower medium
(Growcoon, Coco Peet or Rockwool) remain moist
but not soggy, the ribs further promote oxygen to
the root base, whilst simultaneously distributing
nutrient evenly.
Typical widths are: 100mm for short-term crops
such as lettuce and herbs, etc; 150mm for longer
term, but relatively small plants such as
strawberries; 200mm or preferably wider, for longer
term large crops such as tomatoes.

It is a 1:4 ratio

Our standard Hygro profiles are suited to a 1:4
ratio, 1x Nursing profile with 72 plant sites to 4x
Finishing profiles with 18 plant sites each (4x18
= 72), more on the technique used can be found
below, this unique configuration (the American
way) ensure the continual ability to scale up on
production over time.
For example a hobby grower may use a 2-8
configuration, 2x nursing to 8 finishing channels,
Push grommets
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commercial requirement is a matter of scaling
up.

The Growing Technique & Production Yield Examples
(other techniques may be used)

It is recommended that you grow your
Hydroponics in a greenhouse or under cover and
not in the open, continues exposure of the NFT
Hygro profiles to the elements will drastically
shorten its lifespan.
Some indication on crop yield, in perfect
conditions 2-3 weeks propagation, 2-3 weeks
nursing and 2-3 weeks finish to harvesting, for
example the 526 finishing @ 100% production
holds the potential to yield 526 x 18 = 9468
plants each 2-3, maybe 4 weeks.
You may choose to have smaller divisions for
various crops I.e. 26 nursing with 104 finishing
@26 crop harvests (each 2 weeks) holds
potential to yield 48672 plants per year. Note
that it’s a 1:4 ratio nursing to finishing, we
generally recommend always seeding +10% at
propagation to fill your nursing requirement at
each move (2-3 weeks).

3. Aponix Vertical Barrel
With increasing world population a comprehensive
supply with high quality fresh organic food is more
and more depending on efficient new growing
methods. It will be critical to grow with high density,
close to the consumer and in a circular and more
sustainable way.
With its modular vertical barrel, aponix offers a
vertically flexible base component for professional
edible plant production, that can easily be integrated
into existing hydroponic or aquaponic facilities much
like a normal NFT, but with much higher plant
density and flexibility.
Vertical Cultivation
Each ring segment (consisting of 6 1/6th parts) has a
diameter of 57cm, a height of 15cm and provides 12
grow spaces. Depending on available height one
barrel can be stacked up flexible high to max the
number of available grow spaces of your
production. Example: A barrel with 14 ring segments
has a height of 2,3m including lid and stand and
provides 168 single grow spaces. Each grow space
provides an insert for a standard 2“ netpot or
growcoon carrying one or more plants.

2.Growcoon - the growth & seed plug
The innovative Growcoon is the growth & seed plug
that is a perfect fit for our NFT Hydroponic
Grower Profile, as well as the Aponix Vertical
Barrel. The Growcoon breaks down completely,
naturally and within a fixed period of time. The
Growcoon can be used in any tray required and can
subsequently be filled by growers with their own
substrate. As a result of its good fit and open netlike structure, the Growcoon forms the ideal
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1. Conical shapes
The Growcoon is custom made in any shape required
and is equipped with a ‘bottom’. Growcoon is an ideal fit
for the NFT Hygro profile/
2. 100% soil degradble
It is fully biologically degradable. After it has fulfilled its
purpose, the Growcoon degrades completely.
3. Use any substrate
Because trays can be filled with Growcoons in the
traditional manner, the substrate used maintains its
airy, open structure in the Growcoon, thus enabling
rapid rooting and makes it easely to put in substrate.
4. Open net structure
This structure keeps the root ball together, but gives the
roots all the space they need to develop naturally.

4.Oasis- Grower Medium
OASIS® Grower Solutions specialized foam media
provides you an effortless path to faster, healthier
propagation of vegetative plants and seeds. Choose
ROOTCUBES® growing media for vegetative cuttings, or
for cuttings that are slow to root. HORTICUBES® or
HORTICUBES® XL media for healthy seed germination.
Each offers ideal density and drainage for its specific
application. Each promotes more robust root growth than
ever before possible. Best of all, they all have simplicity
rightininfeed
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FEATURES AND BENEFITS OF HORTICUBES®
High-drainage product characteristic is ideal for crops
requiring a high air porosity.
Specifically engineered balance of water and air
promotes vigorous root development.
Maintains the original air porosity: the cells do not
compact after continual watering.
Pre-dibbled seed holes are uniform in depth and
spacing, which makes it easy to automate the seeding
process.
Consistent product quality, cell-to-cell
Sterile media arrives pathogen-free, to help reduce
disease and insect problems.
User friendly, no need for protective gear or clothing
when handling.
Easy to separate cubes at transplant. No starter fertilizer
for maximum nutrient flexibility.

HYDROPONIC CONSULTING

services
Taking the first step to growing hydroponically can seem
a daunting prospect. The best way to learn the
techniques of hydroponics is to start on a small scale to
help you understand the various methods involved. Our
NFT Hydro 1:4 Hydroponic Business in a Box system, is
ideal for the starter grower. You will begin to understand
why pH and EC is so important for plant growth and how
oxygen affects your plants. The NFT Hydro 1:4 system
will teach you the basic understandings and help you
gain confidence in growing hydroponically on a larger
commercial scale.
Doing research is absolutely crucial, to understand the
different types of Hydroponic systems available to you
and the crop types you wish to grow. What will work in
the space you have available? Can you use natural light
or do you need to supplement this?
NFT Hydro is here to assist you through
our Consulting Services:
Nutrient Film Technique (NFT)
NFT Systems & System Design
Growing Hydroponics
Nutrient Dosage
Design & layout in conjunction with partnerships

